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Recorder Minhaj Ali/Sheraz Umar

Managing Committee of The Petarian Association (HQs)

Minutes of the Monthly Meeting of November-2011

Date : 23/11/2011

Start Time: 7:00 PM End Time: 9:00 PM

Location: 

PN Fleet Club, Karachi
Attendees: 

Shahbaz Ali Malik,  

Humayoon Sarwat, 

Sajidullah Siddiqui, 

Karamullah Memon, 

Karim Khan Rajput, 

Ghazali Wasti,  Azam

Virk, Minhaj Ali, 

Junaid Anwar, 

Muhammad Danish 

1 Recitation of Holy Quarn and Fatiha for

Departed souls

Karamullah Memon recited verses from holy

Quran and offered Fatiha for departed souls and

duaa for fast recovery of those Petarians who are

ill. Also Fatiha offered for victims of flood.

2 Confirmation of Minutes of October Meeting The Minutes of the Meeting of October- 2011

were presented for confirmation. The minutes

were proposed by Karim Khan Rajput and

seconded by Sheraz Umer.
Muhammad Danish 

Siddiqui, Sheeraz

Observers:

Omer Azmat95, 

Khalid Malik2005

Regrets/Absentees:

Anis Palijo, Asif 

Naqvi,  Mashhood

Qazi,  Malik Ajmal,  

Kaifee Siddique, 

Khalid Chachar, 

Shaukat Awan, Rao

Badar Shafat, , 

Noman Malik, Faizan

Shakeel. 

3 Confirmation of Life Members No Membership form received in the month.

4 Statement of Account Karamullah Memon read out the financial 

statement and explained members of the 

receipts and expenses happened in October 

2011. The current balances in various accounts 

are as under:

TPA Account (6608-0): Rs. 278668/77

Project Account (1365-7): Rs. 767249/34



5 Status update of MC Members (Absentees) The committee informed that they are in regular talks with the members 

who were continuously absent, and the committee would have a 

meeting on 30th Nov, 2011 for the resolution of the matter.

The committee decided to leave out two members Noman Jahangir & 

Faizan Shakeel, upon their request. They were continuously absent and 

attended only one or two meetings yet, due to their business.

6 Update from President/Sr. Vice President

about the Meeting held at the office of

COMKAR & Patron In- chief TPA

The Senior Vice President, Dr. Humayun TPA briefed about his meeting

with Comkar where they presented the “Trade Mark Certificate For The

Registration” of word PETARIAN & its copyrights to Patron In Chief Rear

Admiral Sayyid Khawar Ali, SI(M). The meeting was attended by Past

President - Bashiruddin Ahmad Memon, Sr. Vice President – Dr.

Humayun Sarwat, Ex-Officio - Mr. Bashir Ahmad Vistro, and Past

President - Mr. Aftab Memon. Comkar highly appreciated the efforts of

Mr. Shahbaz Ali Malik and his team and considered this as one of the

biggest achievement of The Petarian Association. Comkar also emphasis

that TPA should play its role to avoid any misuse of the word PETARIAN,

and its use without the permission of association .and its use without the permission of association .

The President Shahbaz Ali Malik also briefly explained about the

proceedings of the case he was fighting since 2005. There were few

peoples who filed the applications for patent of this word Petarian

before. Mr. Shahbaz Malik talked to every one on all forums and finally

wins that case of Patent word Petarian, in the favor of the Petarian

Association. The Certificate for this registration was presented by Mr.

Shahbaz Malik to the MC during meeting.

This achievement was also posted on all the online forums and the effort

was highly praised by Petarian community. President also suggested to

have meeting with all seniors and stakeholders for the utilization of that

copyright of word Petarian.

Continued……….



6 Condemnation on the use of unethical language on the 

yahoo forum

Muhammad Ghazali informed the Managing Committee about

the unethical words used about the President by some

Petarians. The whole managing committee unanimously

condemned the wrong doings of few Petarians and requested

Dr. Humayun Sarwat to communicate this condemnation on the

forums for the understanding of the General Public. It has also

been discussed that The President of Petarian Association is

representative of the whole Petarian Community, hence such

“words” may be considered to be insulting for the whole

community.

Dr. Humayun condemned the conversation on all the forums

immediately after the meeting.

7 Status update on Facebook Muhammad Ghazali, General Secretary(Acting) given a detailed7 Status update on Facebook Muhammad Ghazali, General Secretary(Acting) given a detailed

presentation to MC on projector via Skype. He said that during

the month of October, 124000 clicks were recorded on the

facebook page. He added that Petarians should contribute on

the page by comments, like or many other activities they can

do.

8 Date of the next meeting The next monthly meeting will be on 14th December, 2011.


